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Abstract—Today’s memory systems mainly integrate SRAM, DRAM and FLASH technologies. SRAM and DRAM are generally used for cache and working memory, while FLASH memory is used for non-volatile storage at low speed. But all are facing to manufacturing constraints in the most advanced node, which compromises further evolution. Besides, with the increasing size of the memory system, a significant portion of the total system power is spent into memories. Magnetic RAM (MRAM) technology is a very attractive alternative offering simultaneously reasonable performance and power consumption efficiency, high density and non-volatility. While MRAM is always under severe investigation to improve manufacturing process, the state of the art shows that this memory technology can be accessed in less than 5ns with a read/write dynamic energy not so far to SRAM dynamic energy. Besides, non-volatility of MRAM can be used for optimizing leakage current thanks to instant on/off policies. This paper demonstrates how current characteristics of MRAM can be used into memory hierarchy of multiprocessor chips (CMPs). The goal is to highlight the interest to use MRAM for cache memory in order to keep overall application performance saving static power.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because it is the fastest memory technology, SRAM is currently chosen to design the upper level of cache memories in order to reach the best performance, particularly for multiprocessor architecture. Today’s SRAM issue increasing the technology node is the high leakage current. DRAM occupies a lower level of the memory hierarchy as it is slower, but has higher density than SRAM. This technology is also power consuming due to its refresh policy to not lose data stored. Finally, we may find FLASH as the last level of the memory hierarchy, used for its high density and non-volatility capabilities. To overcome performance and power issues of this multi-core era, some non-volatile memory technologies (NVMs) emerged in the past years. ITRS considered Spin-Transfer Torque MRAM (STT-MRAM), Resistive RAM (RRAM) and Phase-Change RAM (PCRAM) as the most promising candidates to be used in future embedded systems. Table I compares these new memory technologies with current memories. While being non-volatile, MRAM combines good scalability, low leakage and radiation hardness. For a same die footprint, MRAM can be used instead of SRAM to get four to seven times larger memory, which can lead to significant improvement of overall system performance and power consumption. However, as other memory technologies, MRAM has also its drawbacks. The main issues of this technology are latency and dynamic energy, especially for a write operation. Compared to SRAM, MRAM write latency and write energy are around three to ten times higher. But last results at device level from Toshiba [1] on MRAM is very encouraging as it show, for perpendicular STT, an access time of around 4ns with read/write energy per bit comparable to SRAM.

MRAM bit is a Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) which consists of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a thin insulating barrier. The information is stored as the magnetic orientation of one of the two layers, called the Free Layer (FL). The other layer, called the Reference Layer or Fixed Layer (RF), provides a fixed reference magnetic orientation required for reading and writing. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical STT-MRAM cell consisting of one CMOS access transistor and one MTJ (1T-1MTJ).

In this paper, we explore integration of STT-MRAM into the memory hierarchy of multiprocessor architecture. Both performance and energy are evaluated using a processor architecture simulator and a circuit-level model simulator for NVMs. We will demonstrate that use of STT-MRAM is an attractive alternative to optimize overall system power consumption without lost in performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES COMPARISON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current memory technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell size (F³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-volatility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II. EXPLORATION FLOW

A. NVSIM Simulator

NVSIM [2], a modified environment of CACTI [3], is a circuit-level model for NVM performance, energy, and area estimation, which supports various NVM technologies, including STT-MRAM, PCRAM, RRAM, and legacy NAND Flash. It also includes the volatile SRAM memory. NVSIM is successfully validated against industrial NVM prototypes in [2], and it is expected to help boost architecture-level NVM-related studies. With NVSIM, we can estimate electrical features of a complete memory chip such as read/write access time, power consumption and so on, which can be used to calibrate a memory hierarchy of, for instance, a processor architecture simulator.

B. GEM5 Simulator

GEM5 [4] is a cycle accurate processor architecture simulator whose accuracy was validated against real hardware platform in [5]. It currently supports most commercial ISAs like ARM, ALPHA, MIPS, Power, SPARC and x86. The simulator's modularity allows these different ISAs to plug into the generic CPU models and the memory system without having to specialize one for the other. GEM5 can simulate a complete processor-based system with devices and operating system in full system mode and it supports also simulation of multi-core systems. The use of GEM5 allows us to define the overall processor system architecture, including the memory hierarchy specifications: cache size, L1/L2 cache and main memory latencies. Hence, we are able to extract execution time and all the memory transactions for a given application: number of L1/L2 read/write accesses, cache hits and misses, among other parameters.

C. Evaluation flow

Combining NVSIM with GEM5 allows us to evaluate different memory hierarchy strategies using SRAM and STT-MRAM in order to find the best trade-off in terms of performance and power consumption. Memory hierarchy defined in GEM5 can be calibrated in access latency using simulation results of NVSIM.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For our study, we propose to use some applications of SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [6], which are mostly in the area of High Performance Computing (HPC), to evaluate the impact of STT-MRAM for shared L2 cache on four-core processor architecture and its impact for L1 cache on two-core architecture. Table II gives details on input sets used for the benchmarks. We considered a 1GHz 32-bit RISC ARMv7 processor, with a complete Linux operating system running on top of it. We assume a two-level cache configuration: private 32kB L1 Instruction-cache (I-cache) 4-way associative, private 32kB L1 Data-cache (D-cache) 4-way associative, shared 512kB L2 cache 8-way associative. The main memory is a DDR3 type whose latency is fixed to 100 cycles.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance comparison between SRAM and STT-MRAM is made at node 45nm. First of all, we characterize each level of the memory hierarchy by simulation using NVSIM in order to calibrate latency parameters in GEM5. Table III describes performances of SRAM and STT-MRAM L1/L2 cache. As expected, STT-MRAM write latency is higher than SRAM write latency. Concerning hit latency, STT-MRAM is faster than SRAM for L2 cache. It is not surprising since STT-MRAM is denser than SRAM. As a result, for the same capacity, the L2 cache total area for STT-MRAM is smaller than the SRAM one, which results in smaller bitline delay. This difference on hit latency in favor of STT-MRAM is noticeable only for large cache capacity.

Fig. 2 shows the total execution time of several benchmarks of SPLASH-2 for the four-core architecture and for two scenarios: a baseline scenario using a SRAM-based L2 cache (SRAM) and a second scenario with a STT-MRAM based L2 cache (SRAM_STT). Results are normalized to the execution time spent for the SRAM-based L2 cache scenario. Observing Fig. 2, we can notice performances of the two scenarios are quite similar for the benchmarks simulated, and sometimes execution time is lower using STT-MRAM-based L2 cache. It could be explain by a smaller hit latency for STT-MRAM comparing to SRAM. Also, analyzing amount of read/write accesses in L2, we approximately have a ratio of 2.5:1 in average, in favor of read operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. SPLASH-2 BENCHMARKS INPUT SETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocean1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocean2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III. CACHE FEATURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>32 kB L1 cache</th>
<th>512 kB L2 cache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>STT-MRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>STT-MRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hit latency</td>
<td>1.25 ns</td>
<td>1.94 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hit energy</td>
<td>0.024 nJ</td>
<td>0.095 nJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write latency</td>
<td>1.05 ns</td>
<td>5.94 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write energy</td>
<td>0.006 nJ</td>
<td>0.04 nJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static power</td>
<td>22 mW</td>
<td>3.3 mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 depicts the total execution time of a two-core architecture for three scenarios: a baseline scenario using a total SRAM-based L1 cache (SRAM), a second scenario with a total STT-MRAM-based L1 cache (STT_SRAM), and a third scenario with a STT-MRAM-based L1 I-cache and a SRAM-based L1 D-cache (iSTT/dSRAM_SRAM), and a last scenario using STT-MRAM-based L1 D-cache and a SRAM-based L1 I-cache (dSTT/iSRAM_SRAM). Principally for fft, lu1 and lu2 benchmarks, execution time is bigger for both STT_SRAM and dSTT/iSRAM_SRAM scenarios. Since these benchmarks compute a very large amount of data, the most critical part in the memory hierarchy is the L1 D-cache memory. Using STT-MRAM for L1 D-cache will degrade overall performance because of its high write latency. Reducing the use of this memory technology only on L1 I-cache and keeping SRAM on L1 D-cache improves the overall performance to be almost the same as our baseline scenario. Indeed, in our case, all the benchmarks simulated are entirely cached. Hence, the number of writes in L1 I-cache is limited compared to the number of writes in L1 D-cache.

V. ENERGY EVALUATION

Table III describes energy consumption of SRAM and STT-MRAM based L1/L2 cache. As expected, write access energy is higher for STT-MRAM whereas hit energy is almost the same in L2 cache for the two memory technologies. But the considerable gain of STT-MRAM over SRAM is on the leakage power: STT-MRAM is more than 10x less power consuming than SRAM. Indeed, most of the static power of memory systems comes from cell arrays. Because intrinsically non-volatile, STT-MRAM cell has zero standby power, and the CMOS access transistor does not need to be power supplied. All static power for STT-MRAM memory is due to peripheral circuitry such as address decoding, drivers and sense amplifiers.

Fig. 4 displays the total L2 dynamic energy. While total L2 read energy is comparable for the two architecture scenarios, total write energy is much higher for STT-MRAM based L2 cache due to its high write energy per bit access comparing to SRAM. However, because L2 cache is much more accessed by read operations, the total L2 dynamic energy is not so high using STT-MRAM instead of SRAM.

Observing Fig. 5 and 6, we note the major benefit for using STT-MRAM technology. Simulation result shows a gain over SRAM of more than 90% in terms of static power consumption for L2 cache. For total L1 cache, i.e. including all the L1 caches of each core, we save more than 80%, 40%, and 25% of static energy for the STT_SRAM, iSTT/dSRAM_SRAM and dSTT/iSRAM_SRAM scenarios respectively. This large gap in leakage power between the two memories makes STT-MRAM-based cache memory a very attractive alternative to save energy keeping overall application performance.

![Execution time (4 cores)](image1)

Fig. 2. Execution time on four-core architecture (Normalized to execution time of “SRAM” scenario)

![Execution time (2 cores)](image2)

Fig. 3. Execution time for two-core architecture (Normalized to execution time of “SRAM” scenario)

![Total L2 dynamic energy](image3)

Fig. 4. Total L2 dynamic energy (Normalized to L2 dynamic energy of “SRAM” scenario)
Several studies were made upon integration of MRAM into the memory hierarchy of single-core and multi-core architecture. Evaluation of the benefit of 3D stacking ability of MRAM for 3D microprocessor was made in [7]. NUCA study with intra hybrid cache partitioned in regions of different memory technologies including MRAM was explored in [8]. Optimizations techniques such as early write termination which prevent unnecessary writes, or write buffers, to deal with high write latency and high write dynamic energy of MRAM were proposed in [9] and [10]. Trade-off between data retention and write latency of STT-MRAM were analyzed in [11]. All these studies were made on L2 cache or last level cache of the memory hierarchy. In our work, we have been studying impacts of MRAM also on upper level of the memory hierarchy, i.e. L1 cache. Besides, our objective is to explore all cache memory hierarchy strategies directly replacing SRAM with MRAM, taking into account that, for instance, MRAM can be up to seven times larger than SRAM for a same die footprint.

Fig. 5. Total L2 static energy (Normalized to L2 static energy of “SRAM” scenario)

Fig. 6. Total L1 static energy (Normalized to L1 static energy of “SRAM” scenario)

Among the emerging memory technologies, MRAM is a very promising candidate to help resolve one of the major challenges faced in continuing CMOS scaling: power dissipation. For future work, we plan to extend this study with the Thermally Assisted Switching MRAM technology whose implementation can lead to Magnetic Logic Unit (MLU) [12] presenting new logic functionalities compared with a standard MRAM. Fields of use of MLU are quite large including secure microcontroller, SIM/banking cards and magnetic sensors.
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